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Death of a Ghost 1936
the painter john lafcadio was brilliantly talented and it appears a bit psychic
certain that his reputation would improve dramatically after his death he left
several paintings with his agent along with the instruction that the widowed mme
lafcadio should wait a suitable interval and then begin doling out the work to a
newly ravenous public at the rate of one per year albert campion an old friend of
the widow s is among the guests at lafcadio s eighth such posthumous vernissage the
event is a success for all but one of the attendees a young artist who is brutally
murdered while others are sipping champagne later the wife of another painter is
poisoned

Death of a Ghost 2008
strange things happen when twelve year old sarah is alone in the house with great
aunt margaret who appears to be the victim of a ghost seeking revenge for a death in
the past

Death of a Ghost 1961
a bad day with coffee is better than a good day without it running a private
investigation business in the seaside town of firefly bay should be a pretty easy
job one where i call the shots figuratively speaking because to put clumsy little
ole me in charge of a firearm is just asking for trouble after a hectic few months
all i m after is an easy day where my cases add up to nothing more strenuous than
deciding if tonight s takeout is pizza or tacos or both should have known my day was
going to go to hell in a handbasket when someone switched out my coffee for decaf
seriously who does that and my main squeeze captain cowboy hot pants aka detective
kade galloway s ex girlfriend and internal affairs investigator savannah mcintosh
turns up to work a case before i can say café latte galloway s dodging my calls i ve
got a raccoon on my hands who s decided mi casa es su casa my ghostly best friend
has a crush to die for and local teenager kira melendez has turned up missing so
much for an easy day i have a sneaking suspicion my life is about to become a whole
new level of crazy join audrey fitzgerald in the ghost detective series a paranormal
cozy mystery featuring a cat a ghost and a murder to solve

A Ghost in the House 1995-05-01
including original documents with the author s notes this book is based on real
events and reveals how a girl a house and its ghost will become intertwined forever
ms cotter s evocative writing deliciously transported me a wonderfully engaging book
which also sheds light on the complex impulses that make the paranormal so
irresistible ursula bielski founder of chicago hauntings and author of the chicago
haunts series

A Ghost of a Chance 2020-12-15
since you re reading my second book you already know who i am you know my name is
isaac that i m ten years old soon to be eleven and you know i am a ghost i am not
dead not in the usual way i am not buried and gone but i am a ghost i have learned
to travel by closing my eyes and thinking where i want to be that s how ghosts do it
i can disappear so no one can see me or i can gradually float into sight as you will
recall but i didn t tell you everything about being a ghost i didn t want to terrify
you but you re older now you can handle it



This House 2011-08-01
barroom brawler ghosts a ghost prayer group peeping tom ghosts a ghost who hates
children and even a ghost who didn t know he was dead are just a few of the wild
assortment of characters in echo bodine s delightful new collection of true ghost
stories a psychic who has been hunting ghosts for 40 years bodine shares her story
of how she became a ghost buster along with the stories of ghosts hauntings and
possessions she encountered along the way wondering if those flickering lights
jangling door knobs and mumbling sounds in the middle of the night mean you have a
ghost bodine offers step by step instructions for getting rid of them along with
clearing and protection prayers to keep them away these funny sometimes unnerving
and always entertaining stories will provide reassurance to anyone who has ever
encountered things that go bump in the night

When a Ghost Talks, Listen 2020-11-10
hopeless numb abandoned these are all words victoria has used to explain how it
feels to lose her twin sister lizzy after receiving a series of disturbing paintings
depicting her sister s suicide victoria starts investigating the possibility of
murder to make matters worse she is being haunted by the ghost of her twin when she
enlists the help of lizzy s mysterious boyfriend evan victoria takes her place as a
life model at the local art school to get close to the potential killer if she doesn
t uncover his identity soon she will become his next victim portrait of a ghost is a
novelette of approximately 10 600 words or 40 pages

The Little Book of True Ghost Stories 2011-08-01
since she was a little girl melinda gordon could talk to the dead earthbound spirits
as her grandmother called them melinda came to understand that the spirits are
trapped and in need she listens tries to understand what keeps them from crossing
over and helps them find what they need to be free it s not easy but with time and
patience her gift allows her to come to bring those spirits to peace the sound of a
mournful lullaby has been haunting melinda in her sleep the song of a ghost who
doesn t seem ready or willing to accept her help knowing that earthbound spirits are
often confused and troubled melinda feels that with time she will make a connection
but there is no time the melodic tapestry that the ghostly singer is weaving with
her words meant to comfort a child has become a trap lulling the young listeners
into such a deep sleep that no one can ever awaken them it takes one child then
another and another until all across the town children are drawn in by the gentle
song their lives slowly slipping away even melinda with her knowledge of the spirit
world finds herself being pulled into the beautiful snare where she nearly loses
herself only then does melinda begin to worry that this is a spirit so troubled so
heartsick that it may be beyond her help

Portrait of a Ghost 2009-03-31
the haunting lore of her family s estate on the coast of maine never bothered ava
trumble truly the big ole house seems less lonely with a ghost or two however when
it finally becomes her time to inherit the elaborate mansion on the bluffs the deed
comes with a shocking ultimatum she has exactly one year to solve the two hundred
year old mystery of the disappearance of a girl that has always plagued their town
or her dreams and the property will wind up in the hands of the historical society
as the lead investigator for the hit paranormal tv show phantoms jackson granger is
prepared for any metaphysical encounter until now it s not just the uncanny sense of
coming home since getting his team inside trumble mansion or even his reaction to



the fiery redhead owner who seems to consume his every waking thought no it s that
as the investigation unfolds the ghosts are using jackson and ava s attraction to
play out a centuries old tragedy heartbreak loss overwhelming passion now jackson
and ava must determine if they re sharing something real or if they ve merely been
possessed by a love that never died a catherine award winning book i couldn t put it
down and didn t want it to end sharon sala new york times bestselling author

Ghost Whisperer: Ghost Trap 2022-02-01
what if science proved the existence of life after death and did something about it
a mathematician a robotics engineer an aspiring astronaut bram morrison is all of
these what he can t imagine he ll ever be is someone trying to figure out the
physics of a ghost that is until a workmate dies bram s botanist friend torula
claims that her lab equipment has gathered data proving her greenhouse is haunted
she suspects it has something to do with his recently deceased friend now she plans
to extend her study of life into the afterlife he wants to take the next big leap
for mankind she wants to delve into what ought to be dead and buried how the two end
up reconciling both ambitions leads to a scientific foray into the afterlife
involving nasa a computer disc and a tragic dance with death a ghost for a clue the
first book in the immortology series is in a bold new genre called psi fi phantasy a
rare mix of scientific facts and supernatural lore that gives a realistically
chilling look behind death s door

Ghost of a Promise 2020-03-24
a fascinating story of what it might be like to be a ghost and the longing in us
that makes us want them to exist glasgow herald books of the year throughout the
nineteenth and twentieth centuries séances and spiritualist meetings grew in
popularity one ghost appeared more than any other the katie king spirit blending
historical fact and fiction a ghost s story presents the mysterious spirit writings
and biographical outpourings of katie king this famous and enigmatic spirit
celebrity a profound and curious consciousness guided into this realm by the faith
of true believers or the cheap trickery of parlor cheats and exploitative swindlers
katie king is both and more this is the tale of a ghost s quest to understand human
faith loss and passion it is also the tale of a contemporary scholar desperate to
understand the allure of the spirit world journeying with katie from the candle lit
drawing rooms of victorian london to the imperial palaces of tsars from the shadiest
of gimmicks and tricks to the most poignant sincerity of the deathbed wish a ghost s
story features a narrator like no other moving in and out of time and space
obstreperous witty and profoundly honest above all this inventive novel is an
examination of belief and a spectacular insight into what lies on the other side at
turns spooky and comical gibb deftly weaves fact with fiction so that each page
shimmers ectoplasmically with uncertainty irish mail compelling add in a supporting
cast of rogues charlatans and true believers and the theatrical trappings of seances
and you are pitched in a world that is rich and strange sunday express

A Ghost for a Clue 2015-11-05
when police sergeant hamish macbeth hears reports of a haunted castle near drim he
assumes the eerie noises and lights reported by the villagers are just local
teenagers going there to smoke pot still hamish and his policeman charlie clumsy
carson spend the night at the castle to find out the keening wind explains the
ghostly noises but when charlie falls through the floor hamish finds the body of a
dead man propped up in a corner of the cellar charlie is airlifted to hospital and
chief detective inspector blair investigates but the body is missing hamish must
find the body and its killer before the ghost can strike again



A Ghost's Story 2013
the haunting lore of her family s estate on the coast of maine never bothered ava
trumble truly the big ole house seems less lonely with a ghost or two however when
it finally becomes her time to inherit the elaborate mansion on the bluffs the deed
comes with a shocking ultimatum she has exactly one year to solve the two hundred
year old mystery of the disappearance of a girl that has always plagued their town
or her dreams and the property will wind up in the hands of the historical society
as the lead investigator for the hit paranormal tv show phantoms jackson granger is
prepared for any metaphysical encounter until now it s not just the uncanny sense of
coming home since getting his team inside trumble mansion or even his reaction to
the fiery redhead owner who seems to consume his every waking thought no it s that
as the investigation unfolds the ghosts are using jackson and ava s attraction to
play out a centuries old tragedy heartbreak loss overwhelming passion now jackson
and ava must determine if they re sharing something real or if they ve merely been
possessed by a love that never died a catherine award winning book i couldn t put it
down and didn t want it to end sharon sala new york times bestselling author

Gem of a Ghost 2018-12
a compelling witty and thought provoking exposé of real life ghost hunts by a
seasoned investigative medium

Death of a Ghost 2022-02
melissa creighton was never one to follow her father s admonitions especially when
for some strange reason he tells her not to go to the attic so being melissa she
goes to the attic there she discovers her beloved grandfather philip creighton s
civil war journal hidden in the bottom of a trunk what she reads in his journal
sparks her imagination and burning with curiosity she is determined to visit howard
hill the petersburg virginia plantation where he spent so much time during the siege
of petersburg using her best little sister wiles she convinces her reluctant brother
alex to sneak away with her to find howard hill when melissa and alex enter the
abandoned plantation house she senses at once that they are not alone soon they
encounter the unexpected including the malevolent presence that places their lives
in danger despite that they remain committed to finding answers to the puzzling
questions that arise during their terrifying journey into the past what they
discover turns their lives upside down

Ghost of A Promise 2010-10-12
it s all here all that you need to know to become a professional ghost hunter how to
find a ghost what to do when you are face to face with a ghost how to unmask a fraud
and even how to make a ghost trap for the first time peter underwood lets you into
all the secrets that have made him the world s top ghost hunter now follow in his
footsteps if you dare

Shadows In The Night: Memoirs Of A Ghost 2012-11-09
a father will do what he has to protect his family from a home invasion on his way
to take out the day s garbage he will lock the door behind him something he does not
always do but tonight he does he will bump into 2 men that will want to rob him he
will have a set of keys to his home in his hand when they do as both men beat him
with a bat his only wish will be o drop them in the sewer in the back of his home
because he did they beat him to death george the victim will return from the grave



only to give back to the men that took his life

Haunting at Howard Hill 1980
ghostly redirects here for other uses see ghostly in folklore a ghost is the soul or
spirit of a dead person or animal that can appear to the living in ghost lore
descriptions of ghosts vary widely from an invisible presence to translucent or
barely visible wispy shapes to realistic lifelike forms the deliberate attempt to
contact the spirit of a deceased person is known as necromancy they are believed to
haunt particular locations objects or people they were associated with in life
according to a 2009 study by the pew research center 18 of americans say they have
seen a ghost common prescription medication and over the counter drugs may also in
rare instances cause ghost like hallucinations particularly zolpidem and
diphenhydramine older reports linked carbon monoxide poisoning to ghost like
hallucinations

A Ghost Hunter’s Handbook 2023-07-29
what might it be like to be dead have you ever wondered what it will be like when
that moment comes in the book diary of a ghost author richard ash writes the story
of gerald smith and what it is like for him the moment his heart stops beating a
diary written in first person the book tells his personal experience his feelings
about his family and loved ones and his efforts to stay in touch with his
unexpectedly truncated life gerald smith has a wonderful life he is successful and
widely popular every moment is the best of his life he has surpassed his childhood
dreams and is working on the few disappointments his illness is unexpected death
finds him unprepared when it comes this is his story from that moment and in the
weeks afterwards he tells his story with a ring of truth diary of a ghost is a peek
through the looking glass into our future into how it might feel in the long moments
after death ash says that a lot of books have been published on spiritual subjects
recently written from the viewpoint of a departed soul this book is a fresh and
surprising perspective on the time after death this sensitive subject is delicately
handled in a story which is not easy to put down

Kiss of a Ghost 2020-08-25
rory o brian is a man haunted by his past by the best friend he couldn t save and
the enigmatic woman who slipped out of his grasp now he has a real specter to deal
with the ghostly apparition visits rory at night bringing bone chilling warnings of
dark things to come mina johnson comes to his aid like a knight in shining armor or
shiny lip gloss as the founder of spiorad a paranormal investigation agency she s
the ideal person to help rory with his mysterious ghost girl at least she would be
if she weren t also the woman who spent one glorious mind bending night with him
years ago as the former lovers work together to solve the mystery surrounding his
home it becomes apparent mina is not only the perfect person to help rory exorcise
the literal ghosts in his house but to help him battle the demons of his past

The Ghost Annotated 2003-06-01
experiences with death alter the paradigms in nearly every aspect of our lives it
alters how we live it alters how we see others and if anything it alters how we love
look deep into the mind of a ghost hunter with insights on every hidden aspect of
our world



Diary of a Ghost 2019-03-11
my mind was spinning at this point here i was someone who grew up not believing in
ghosts a veteran journalist used to questioning everything apparently having a
conversation with a captain who fought at gettysburg more than 150 years ago was it
really possible

A Ghost of a Chance 2014-03-23
the classic ghost story from the author of the mist in the mirror a chilling tale
about a menacing spectre haunting a small english town arthur kipps is an up and
coming london solicitor who is sent to crythin gifford a faraway town in the
windswept salt marshes beyond nine lives causeway to attend the funeral and settle
the affairs of a client mrs alice drablow of eel marsh house mrs drablow s house
stands at the end of the causeway wreathed in fog and mystery but kipps is unaware
of the tragic secrets that lie hidden behind its sheltered windows the routine
business trip he anticipated quickly takes a horrifying turn when he finds himself
haunted by a series of mysterious sounds and images a rocking chair in a deserted
nursery the eerie sound of a pony and trap a child s scream in the fog and most
terrifying of all a ghostly woman dressed all in black psychologically terrifying
and deliciously eerie the woman in black is a remarkable thriller of the first rate
the basis for the major motion picture starring daniel radcliffe

The Love of a Ghost Hunter 2015-09-25
the wilkinson family who became ghosts when a bomb dropped on their house in 1943
badly need a new home but there is a horrible mix up at the agency that specializes
in matching ghosts to suitable homes a crazy comic adventure with eccentric spirits
and even more bizarre human characters

I Met a Ghost at Gettysburg 2011-10-18
it s late at night and you re on a tour of a so called haunted house you see
something out of the corner of your eye and quickly snap a photo your hands tremble
as you lower the camera your eyes widen as you stare at the image you ve just
captured a face seems to be lurking in the background but when you look up there s
no one standing there was it a ghost ghost sightings are reported all the time many
are easily explained others are harder to dismiss but is there any proof to find out
kelly milner halls explored haunted houses she examined photographs and investigated
eyewitness accounts from ghost hunters mediums and paranormal experts what s the
verdict are the spirits of the dead wandering among us explore her findings and
decide for yourself

The Woman in Black 2001
a bad day with coffee is better than a good day without it running a private
investigation business in the seaside town of firefly bay should be a pretty easy
job one where i call the shots figuratively speaking because to put clumsy little
ole me in charge of a firearm is just asking for trouble after a hectic few months
all i m after is an easy day where my cases add up to nothing more strenuous than
deciding if tonight s takeout is pizza or tacos or both should have known my day was
going to go to hell in a handbasket when someone switched out my coffee for decaf
seriously who does that and my main squeeze captain cowboy hot pants aka detective
kade galloway s ex girlfriend and internal affairs investigator savannah mcintosh
turns up to work a case before i can say café latte galloway s dodging my calls i ve



got a raccoon on my hands who s decided mi casa es su casa my ghostly best friend
has a crush to die for and local teenager kira melendez has turned up missing so
much for an easy day i have a sneaking suspicion my life is about to become a whole
new level of crazy join audrey fitzgerald in the ghost detective series a paranormal
cozy mystery featuring a cat a ghost and a murder to solve

Dial a Ghost 2014-08-01
when the body of a dead woman found in an abandoned cottage turns out to be the
victim of a murder and records show she died 15 years ago superintendent gregory
summers investigates

Ghostly Evidence 2020-12-15
ever since his little brother died darien has been practically invisible to his
parents their pain echoes his but the only one who notices is darien s dog ringo the
loss of jeri is hard enough but then there is the recurring nightmare always
terrifying always the same until now now it has begun happening while darien is
awake and the dangers are real but even at the most horrible moments a presence
familiar yet strange comforting yet disturbing is with him it comes on the wind and
smells like toothpaste and peanut butter it smells like jeri and it is here to save
him

A Ghost Of A Chance 2004
when olivia andreas goes to an auction with her friend jamie finch she doesn t
expect to bring home a ghost a professional records organizer who starts every day
with a to do list and is always on time for appointments olivia is not a believer in
the paranormal or even an afterlife in fact she never glances at her astrology in
the newspaper even though she s a perfect virgo but on a whim she buys a silver
frame and decides to keep intact its photo of a smiling blonde woman whose curious
collections were sold that night soon afterwards a series of strange events
completely upsets olivia s orderly world various ghostly manifestations of former
showgirl lily lamoureaux shake up olivia s personal beliefs a number of break ins at
olivia s home with nothing stolen defy explanation scary as these events are there s
an upside the investigating detective is an attractive guy named dave lowenstein who
may almost meet olivia s carefully listed criteria for a husband olivia s orderly
life becomes increasingly complicated and perilous as evidence surfaces of mafia
involvement in lily s death seeking revenge lily s ghost draws olivia and dave ever
deeper into danger as their investigations escalate into a fast moving spine
chilling adventure that culminates on the 4th of july in an explosive conclusion
dolores stewart riccio is also the author of the cass shipton adventures a series of
suspense novels featuring crime solving wiccan women and spirit a story of past and
present lives

Death of a Ghost 1996
meet the operatives of the carnacki institute the institute s operatives are the
best of the best jc chance team leader is undoubtedly brave sharp as a tack
incredibly charming and almost unbearably arrogant melody chambers may be a science
geek but she s also the techno wizard extraordinaire who keeps their anti
supernatural equipment running and as for happy jack palmer their terminally gloomy
telepath is the last person anyone would want navigating through their head their
mission do something about ghosts that means lay them to rest send them packing or
just kick their nasty ectoplasmic arses with extreme prejudice their current is a



haunting deep underground in london s oxford circus tube station but things become
difficult when their rival team the crowley project get involved ghost of a chance
is the first title in new york times bestselling author simon r green s ghost
finders series

Breath of a Ghost 2014-04-23
1926 new york city it s the roaring twenties but not as history remembers it coal
powered cars line the streets while zeppelins and biplanes patrol the skies the us
is locked in a bitter cold war with a british empire that still covers half the
globe and the lost generation is drinking away the nightmares of the trenches in
manhattan a run down police force is losing the fight against a tide of powerful
mobsters and against one in particular the roman his henchmen not all of them human
stalk the streets and the body count is rising it s a time in need of a hero it s a
time in need of the ghost

The Ghost Who Came Home from the Auction 2015-08-06
whoever said that ghosts exist must be out of their mind oh wait that was me i said
that if you d told me yesterday that ghosts were real i would have smiled nodded and
called a shrink to fix your deluded little mind now it s my turn to question my
sanity when the ghost of my best friend turns up in my apartment was it the tequila
shots the night before causing this apparition or one too many bumps to the head let
s face it clumsy is my middle name it really wouldn t surprise me if i d done some
irreparable damage to my grey matter over the years now i have to accept that the
paranormal does in fact exist but sadly my ghost friend is lacking something besides
his body his memory he doesn t know how he died but suspects foul play and he wants
my help to find his killer i can t refuse i m a sucker for a good mystery and the
chance to bring my friends killer to justice is too good to pass up surprises abound
as i discover a secret talent for sleuthing not to mention an unexpected inheritance
of a talking cat among other things but the biggest problem of all captain cowboy
hot pants or as he likes to be called detective kade galloway of the firefly bay pd
he s one smokin cop but my distrust of the police runs deep and despite his
assurances that he s here to help can i really trust him or is his offer of
assistance designed to keep me from discovering the truth i guess i ll find out when
death comes knocking on my door join audrey fitzgerald in the ghost detective series
a paranormal cozy mystery featuring a cat a ghost and a murder to solve

Ghost of a Chance 2014-09-12
in a dull lonesome graveyard there dwelled a young ghost named todd he envied the
living however he did not frighten or harm them in any way in a cottage right next
to the graveyard lived vincent a mysterious warlock one day a young girl and her
parents moved into a big house not very far from the graveyard todd noticed the girl
and started having a crush on her i grew up in chariton iowa graduating from
chariton high school in 2004 in 2009 i finally enlisted in the us army for three
years i was an ammunition specialist and i was stationed at fort carson colorado i
even spent nine months in iraq february november 2010 after completing my enlistment
in 2012 i moved to southington connecticut where i currently attend lincoln college
of new england i m majoring in mortuary science and i also plan to go for a bachelor
s degree in funeral service management after receiving an associate s degree in
mortuary science which i should receive in spring 2015 i collect marine animal items
particularly fish and dolphins angel items and snow globes in addition to writing
stories other things i like to do in my spare time include lifting weights going for
walks especially in cemeteries listening to music and spending time with my cat kiki



Ghosts of Manhattan (A Ghost Novel) 2020-04-30
in megan goes hiking megan and her best friend jane travel to st david s in west
wales to visit megan s grandparents and do some hiking around the local coast and
countryside megan experiences feelings from the past especially when walking through
an ancient graveyard and standing in the mouth of a cave that she thinks was
probably used for smuggling and wrecking hundreds of years before the psychic megan
series consists of twenty three novelettes about a young girl s growing realisation
that she is able to do things that none of her family can megan is twelve years old
in the first volume she has two seemingly insurmountable problems her mother is
frightened of her daughter s latent abilities and not only will not help her but
actively discourages her and she can t find a teacher to help her develop her
supernatural psychic powers for she wants not only to know what it is possible to do
and how to do it but to what end she should put her special abilities megan is a
good girl so it would seem obvious that she would tend towards using her powers for
good but it is not always easy to do the right thing even if you know what that is
these stories about megan will appeal to anyone who has an interest in psychic
powers the supernatural and the paranormal and is between the ages of ten and a
hundred years old in megan goes hiking megan and her best friend jane travel to st
david s in west wales to visit megan s grandparents and do some hiking around the
local coast and countryside megan experiences feelings from the past especially when
walking through an ancient graveyard and standing in the mouth of a cave that she
thinks was probably used for smuggling and wrecking hundreds of years before
translator owen jones publisher tektime

Ghost Mortem 2014-12-03
on a hot summer day in 1923 a young housemaid stumbles upon the gruesome remnants of
a tragic double homicide as the years pass several other unexplained deaths take
place in the seemingly haunted upstairs bedrooms of the stately beach house known as
cliff s end finally abandoned by its owners cliff s end sits deserted for more than
half a century until an american teacher on a tour of europe decides to buy the old
place uninvited guests tells the story of kevin grinelle who enchanted by the
derelict cottage overlooking the craggy windswept seacoast of southern england and
charmed by the eccentric villagers of porthallow decides on a whim to purchase the
house a chance meeting with a handsome neighbor leads to a long overdue
reexamination of his sexuality at the same time that the increasingly sinister late
night disturbances at cliff s end send the young expatriate on a desperate search
for the truth about that terrible night in the summer of 1923

Affection of a Ghost 2022-08-08
three friends venture to discover an uninhabited village a crescendo of suggestions
anxieties and fears put the three protagonists in front of the horrors that lie
behind that only apparent quite debute horror novel inspired by situations really
experienced by the author and his travel s companions during their visit to an
abandoned village in the pollino national park laino castello in calabria a
beautiful region in southern italy photos and narrative interact with one another in
an eye catching and meticulous description of places and moods you ll feel the
fourth travel s companion the photos are edited by the author the cover image is by
the artist zoeartrosilda

Megan goes hiking 2003-11



Uninvited Guests 2017-12-17

Chasing a Ghost

Story of a Ghost Town
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